Abstract-Eye movements play a very significant role in human-computer interaction (HCI) as they are natural and fast, and contain important cues for human cognitive state and visual attention. Over the last two decades, many techniques have been proposed to accurately estimate the gaze. Among these, video-based remote eye trackers have attracted much interest, since they enable nonintrusive gaze estimation. To achieve high estimation accuracies for remote systems, user calibration is inevitable in order to compensate for the estimation bias caused by person-specific eye parameters. Although several explicit and implicit user calibration methods have been proposed to ease the calibration burden, the procedure is still cumbersome and needs further improvement. In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of regression-based user calibration techniques. We propose a novel weighted least squares regression-based user calibration method together with a real-time cross-ratio based gaze estimation framework. The proposed system enables to obtain high estimation accuracy with minimum user effort, which leads to user-friendly HCI applications. Experimental results conducted on both simulations and user experiments show that our framework achieves a significant performance improvement over the state-of-the-art user calibration methods when only a few points are available for the calibration.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
AZE is considered an essential modality for HCI, because they contain crucial cues indicating visual attention, cognitive processes, emotional states, and interpersonal interactions [1] . Besides, they are natural and fast, which make them highly suitable to interact with computer vision systems. Consequently, robust estimation of gaze with high precision and accuracy is of great interest for the development of many interesting diagnostic and HCI applications such as human attention and cognitive state analysis, usability testing, market research, disabled aids, gaze-based interactive user interfaces, mouse cursor positioning, page scrolling, gaze-based map navigation, gaze-based gaming, and many other gaze-controlled computer functionalities. Recently, gaze estimation systems with a variety of applications have been introduced, and promising advancements have been made by both industry and scientific community [2] - [6] . However, there is still room for further research so as to improve the robustness and convenience of the systems. Gaze-based interfaces aim to accurately map user gaze to the screen coordinates. For interactive applications, mostly remote gaze trackers are preferred even though their accuracies are lower than head/eye mounted gaze trackers. The main reason is that head mounted gaze trackers provide an unnatural and invasive experience for users due to their intrusiveness. Therefore, our focus is on remote video based gaze tracking, where users' eyes are nonintrusively captured by a single or multiple cameras and the gaze is estimated through image processing and computer vision methods. Remote video based gaze tracking methods can be classified mainly into two groups as described in a recent survey [7] : appearancebased methods [8] - [12] and model-based methods [13] - [19] . Model-based methods mostly estimate 3D gaze direction by modeling the eye in 3D. The intersection between scene geometry and gaze direction is computed as the point of regard (PoR). On the other hand, appearance-based methods simply map image features to gaze points. Their system and hardware requirements tend to be simpler than model-based methods. They simply require an ordinary camera. Neither camera nor geometric calibration is necessary. However, they are restricted to particular applications due to their limitations regarding the estimation accuracy and head movements. Although there are a few recent works (see [11] , [12] ) that put an effort on improving the accuracy, head pose, and movement robustness, further advancements are necessary for them to be utilized for the precise eye tracking applications. On the contrary, model-based methods offer greater freedom of movement and high estimation accuracy (≤1 • ). However, their biggest disadvantage is that they require more complex system setups such that camera and geometric calibrations are required to obtain 3D information. As they are based on accurate 3D modeling of user eye, user calibration is very crucial to estimate individual-specific eye parameters. Recently, there have been interesting calibration efforts for the purpose of more convenient and natural HCI. For instance, Sun et al. [17] propose a real-time gaze estimation system with online calibration. Instead of displaying a fixed number of calibration points, they update the eye parameters after each new point. The calibration process is completed as soon as the updates of eye parameters reach convergence. They reported that the system adapts to a new user by online calibration within 3 min and achieves an accuracy error ∼2 • . Chen and Ji [19] suggest a user-friendly implicit calibration in which they estimate the probability distributions of eye parameters and gaze. They display several images with salient objects to a user and the method adapts to the user over time. They report an estimation accuracy error of <3 • .
In addition to appearance-based and 3D model-based methods, there also exists another group of methods that are called cross-ratio (CR)-based methods. They only span a very small portion of studies in gaze estimation research. In contrast, CR-based methods [20] - [30] share advantages from both appearance and model-based methods. For instance, they do not require any camera or geometry calibration and they allow free head motion. Unfortunately, the performance of CR-based methods might be limited in accuracy and robustness due to the simplifications assumed. There are two major sources of estimation bias in CR-based methods, as described in [31] . First, the model assumes that the pupil center and the corneal reflections (glints) lie on the same plane. They are, in fact, not coplanar, because the cornea has a spherical surface. Second, the model computes the PoR on the basis of eye ball's optical axis rather than the visual axis, the real line of sight. In order to compensate for the estimation bias, a subject-specific bias correction, in other words, a user calibration, is required. In the literature, several efforts have been made in order to enhance the accuracy and robustness of CR-based gaze estimation systems. In the original CR-based gaze estimation method introduced by Yoo et al. [20] , there was no subject-specific calibration. Later, they refined their method by several enhancements in feature detection, and they introduced a calibration to compensate for cornea's noncoplanarity using an additional LED illuminator in their hardware setup [21] . Even though the calibration did not consider the correction for the axes difference, it significantly improved the estimation accuracy. In a similar approach, Coutinho and Morimoto [22] proposed a method to compensate for the axes difference for the first time. Yet, their system required a fifth LED in the hardware setup similar to [21] . Later, homography-based correction was introduced by Kang et al. [23] . They simplified the error correction using a similar calibration procedure but eliminated the need for the fifth LED. It outperformed all previous methods with a simpler hardware setup. Similarly, Hansen et al. [24] proposed a normalized homography mapping to further improve the robustness against perspective distortions. They also proposed to apply a non-linear regression, i.e., Gaussian process (GP) regression (GPR), followed by the normalized homography mapping so as to further improve the estimation accuracy.
Homography-based calibration is widely accepted by the community as the state-of-the-art method. When users gaze their monitor under normal conditions, most of the time, no abrupt change is observed in their head pose or location. For such HCI scenarios, homography-based calibration methods work successfully when there is a sufficient number of calibration points. On the other hand, a few modified homographybased approaches (see [25] , [27] ) have been recently proposed in order to explicitly bring robustness against large head movements for nongeneric HCI scenarios. Moreover, Zhang and Cai [26] introduced a binocular fixation constraint to jointly estimate the CR homography matrix. Contrary to all previous work, they utilized information from both eyes to improve the calibration. One drawback of their system is that the features from both eyes must be available to compute a gaze output, which constrains the estimation coverage (availability) of the system due to the limited head pose. In addition, we note that most of the previous work required high-resolution eye data to operate. They used either a mechanical pan-tilt unit (see [21] ) or a chin rest (see [16] , [18] , [23] , [25] - [27] ) to keep users' eyes within the field of view (FOV) of the camera, and they captured images with zoomed lenses (large focal length) to obtain highresolution eye data. Use of a chin rest also enabled to keep users' heads fixed during the calibration and testing. However, such restrictions would not be convenient and practical for users in real world HCI applications. In our previous work [28] , toward a more convenient and natural calibration, we introduced a linear regression-based bias correction, which has a better generalization capability with fewer number of calibration points under certain head movements compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
In this paper, as an extension of our previous work, we further perform an extensive investigation of different regression techniques to compensate for the estimation bias in CR-based gaze estimation. To this extent, we introduce several weighted and iterative regression-based user calibration methods in addition to the classical regression methods so as to achieve enhanced estimation accuracy and robustness. We conduct simulations and user experiments to analyze the pros and cons of the investigated methods under different experimental configurations. Consequently, we propose a novel weighted regression-based calibration framework, which outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches as well as other investigated methods, especially when few points are used for the calibration.
In addition, we present a complete real-time gaze estimation system using the proposed calibration framework. Our proposed system consists of a rather simple setup while still obtaining high estimation accuracy. Unlike most of the previous efforts in the literature, the system does not require high-resolution eye data to reach high estimation accuracy. Instead, we capture video frames of the whole face with visible but lower resolution eye pair. This way, the system enables to output PoRs from each eye simultaneously. The handicap of low-resolution data is compensated for with a novel adaptive fusion scheme that allows outputting an overall PoR using the data of either or both eyes, rather than using a single chosen eye as often performed in the previous literature. The proposed scheme improves not only the mean accuracy, but also the system's estimation coverage (availability) compared with operating with a single eye.
Furthermore, our proof-of-concept effort targets a generic real-world HCI environment and focuses on a user-friendly experience. To this extent, we collected ground truth data under natural and realistic conditions. Contrary to most of the previous work, the data were captured in two independent sessions for user calibration and testing. A new evaluation scheme is introduced such that test points were randomly generated over the whole screen rather than using the same stimulus points for both calibration and testing in order to avoid reporting false test results due to overfitting on the calibration point locations. In addition, no chin rest was used during the captures and users were not particularly asked to move or standstill their heads with respect to the monitor.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) We propose a novel subject-specific gaze calibration method based on a weighted linear regression technique. 2) We introduce a complete gaze estimation system which operates in real-time and enables user-friendly HCI applications through a simple setup and convenient calibration. 3) We propose an adaptive fusion scheme which makes use of both eyes to output an improved overall PoR as well as an enhanced estimation availability over the monitor. 4) We introduce a more natural and realistic data capture setting together with a more reliable evaluation scheme compared to the previous work. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the hardware setup and details of the proposed method and system. Section III explains the procedure and scenarios used for the simulations and user experiments as well as the real-time implementation. Section IV contains a discussion on robustness and a comparison of eye tracking techniques. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed gaze estimation system consists of six main processes: 1) image acquisition; 2) face and eye detection/tracking; 3) blink and gaze features detection; 4) gaze estimation; 5) subject-specific calibration correction; and 6) adaptive fusion. An overview of the proposed gaze estimation scheme for a single eye, therefore, the first five processes, is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Gaze output of each eye is then fed into the adaptive fusion process to output an overall PoR. The details of each process are explained in the following sections.
A. Hardware Setup
Our real-time eye tracking system consists of one PointGrey Flea3 monochrome camera for video capturing, 5 groups of near-infrared (NIR) LEDs for the illumination and a controller unit for the synchronization. The camera has a resolution of 1280 × 1024, and a 12 mm lens is used. The camera is located below the monitor and slightly closer to the user. In order to create the glints, 4 groups of NIR LEDs with 850 nm wavelength are placed on the corners of the monitor. A band-pass filter around 850 nm is mounted in front of the lens in order to get rid of the ambient light in other wavelengths. The fifth group of LEDs is placed as ring around the lens of the camera to create the bright pupil effect. A microcontroller is programmed in a way to obtain interlaced dark and bright pupil images at 30 frames/s. In addition, we synchronize the LEDs with cameras' shutters to minimize the emitting duration considering the user eye safety. In the current setup, the user is located approximately 70 cm away from a 24-inch monitor with a resolution of 1920 × 1200. The head is not fixed; therefore, users are allowed to perform natural head movements. Fig. 2 shows the equipment employed.
B. Gaze Features Detection
Our system starts with eye localization where existence of eyes is determined. In order to localize and track the eyes we utilize a robust nonrigid face tracker based on supervised decent method (SDM) [32] . SDM method assumes that an accurate final face shape with 66 landmarks can be estimated with a cascade of regression models given an initial shape. Viola & Jones face detector [33] is used to initialize the shape. The tracker first fits the mean shape in the initial frame and continues the fitting in the succeeding frames. Once the shape is fitted accurately, we extract eye regions by considering the landmarks representing eyes. We do not perform any registration or scaling on the extracted eye regions to ensure any particular eye region resolution. On the extracted Fig. 3 . Positioning of facial landmarks in the case of (top) no eye blink and (bottom) an eye closure during a blink.
eye regions, first, we detect whether there is any eye blink or not. If there is no eye blink, we then detect image features for the gaze estimation. The image features include the pupil center and corneal reflections of NIR LEDs, i.e., glints.
1) Eye Blink Detection: For the eye blink detection, we check the positioning of the landmarks around the eyes. We measure vertical opening (height) of both eyes relative to the eye width. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , if the average of the ratio of eye height to eye width for both eyes is significantly lower (<0. 15 ) than the open eye form (∼0.5), we determine that a natural eye blink occurs. Once an eye blink is detected, the system skips the following processes and no output is generated. Since the average eye blink is completed 100-200 ms after the peak closure of eyelids, we do not output any PoR for the corresponding number of frames once an eye blink is detected. On the other hand, if the system misses an eye blink, the system follows with the feature detection, and undoubtedly no features are detected as the pupil area is not visible due to the blink. Hence, the performance of the system does not heavily depend on the blink-detection process.
2) Glints and Pupil Center Detection: We employ simple image processing algorithms to precisely localize the glints. Firstly, histogram equalization is performed followed by thresholding on the input image, which results in a binary image. We use spatial adaptive thresholding in order to take into account spatial variations in illumination. Instead of tuning a global threshold value, adaptive thresholding calculates the threshold for small regions of the image. So, different thresholds are applied for different regions of the same image and it gives more stable results under varying illumination. We use OpenCV's adaptive thresholding function. The parameters block size and C (i.e., a constant subtracted from the mean) are set to 10% of the original image width and −100, respectively. The actual threshold value, T(x, y), is a mean of the block size × block size neighborhood of (x, y) minus C. Following the adaptive thresholding, the resulting binary image is processed by morphology operations to get rid of the small blobs caused by noise. In the resulting binary image, we expect to find four blobs which should form a trapezium, since they emerge by the reflections of four NIR LEDs located on the corners of the computer monitor [ Fig. 4(d) ]. Hence, we get the candidate glints by performing connected component analysis. If there are four or more candidate glints remaining, we consider the shapes formed by any four-glint combination. The set of candidates whose convex hull has the highest match with a template shape representing the screen are considered as the final glints. For the pupil center detection, a more sophisticated technique is required, since the intensity of the pupil is more similar to its surrounding pixels. For this purpose, we use the robust pupil detection method suggested by [34] . The method is based on bright-pupil effect, which is obtained when an NIR LED is located in the optical axis of a camera, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In a similar approach, to robustly detect the pupil, we use two images: one is taken when the corner LEDs on the monitor are turned ON and the LEDs on the camera axis are turned OFF, and the other is taken when the monitor LEDs are OFF and the camera LEDs are ON. If these images are obtained from the camera in a very short interval, e.g., consecutive frames, then the intensity difference of the pupil region in two images is large and that of the region outside of the pupil is very small. Therefore, the difference image has high intensities in the pupil region. The pupil region can be extracted by a segmentation method that is very similar to glint detection, and the center of gravity is considered as the pupil center. Fig. 4 illustrates the feature detection processes and outputs of the system.
C. Cross-Ratio Gaze Estimation
We employ the original CR method [20] for the estimation of the PoR. The CR method is a geometry based gaze estimation technique for uncalibrated gaze estimation setups. It is based on the cross-ratio property, the only invariant of projective space. Fig. 5 illustrates the geometric setup used by the CR method. In CR method, a virtual tangent plane on the cornea surface, where the four glints (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , and v 4 ) lie on, is assumed to exist. Hence, the polygon formed by the glints is the projection of the monitor. Another projection takes place from the corneal plane to the image plane, obtaining the glints (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , and g 4 ) and the projection of the pupil center, p. As the virtual tangent plane on the cornea has the same planar projective transformation of the monitor and image planes, the pupil center on image plane corresponds to the PoR on the monitor.
The PoR on the monitor can be computed by the equality of the cross-ratios on the monitor plane, CR monitor and the camera image plane, CR image (Fig. 6 ). The CR is defined for four collinear points as
where
The cross-ratio on the x axis of the monitor plane can be computed as follows:
where w is the width of the monitor andp x is the x-coordinate of the estimated gaze point p.
The corresponding cross-ratio of the image plane is
Since the cross-ratios of both configurations are equal, the estimated x coordinate of the PoR,p x , can be calculated as follows:p
A similar derivation on the y-axis gives the estimated y-coordinate of the PoR,p y , as follows:
where h is the height of the monitor.
D. Subject-Specific Calibration
Subject-specific calibration is crucial for remote eye tracking systems to compensate for the estimation bias caused by subject-specific eye parameters. In CR-based gaze estimation, the estimation bias is largely introduced by the simplifying assumptions, which are not valid in practice. Kang et al. [31] identified two major sources of estimation bias: 1) noncoplanarity of the pupil and glints planes and 2) the angular offset between visual and optical axes of the eye. Firstly, CR methods assume that the glints and pupil center lie on the same plane. However, there is no guarantee that they will be coplanar since the cornea has a curved surface. Secondly, it computes the PoR by canceling out the effect of the angular offset difference between the optical and visual axis of the eyeball. The real line of sight is based on the visual axis. However, the algorithm bases the optical axis for the PoR estimation. Since the cornea curvature and the angular offset are subjectspecific parameters, a calibration needs to be performed to compensate for the estimation bias. The calibration procedure is performed once, prior to the use of the system. The users are asked to look at N calibration points on the monitor for K frames long. Subject-specific bias correction, F , can be learned by minimizing the distances between the estimated gaze positions and the corresponding calibration points on the monitor as follows:
where Z i, j and P i, j are the estimated PoRs on the monitor and the corresponding target calibration points, respectively. As mentioned in Section I, many techniques have been proposed to compensate for the estimation bias. There is no doubt that the calibration performance increases when the amount of calibration data increases. However, augmenting the amount of data by increasing the number of calibration points could be tedious and thus harms the user experience. Moreover, CR-based methods are highly sensitive to feature detection by their nature. For this reason, previous methods preferred to use high resolution eye data [21] , [22] , [25] and fixed head position [25] - [27] . As opposed to many of the previous works, our system prefers to operate with low-resolution eye data in order to capture and process both eyes simultaneously due to practical reasons such as higher operability under realworld head movement conditions and lower computational burden to achieve real-time gaze tracking. Hence, our system is even more vulnerable to feature detection noise. These factors motivated us to further investigate different methods to model the estimation bias more robustly against outliers and noise when using few number of calibration points.
In this paper, we emphasize regression-based bias correction methods as they implicitly model the estimation bias with high accuracy. These methods include regularized least squares regressions (LSR) such as Ridge and Lasso, partial least squares regression (PLSR) and GPR. Moreover, we propose weighted LSR (WLSR) methods to improve the calibration quality. We introduce two different weighting schemes of the calibration data: 1) a weighting of calibration data points with respect to the point cluster variance and 2) a weighting of individual samples with respect to their within point cluster variance. We perform a comprehensive and detailed analysis of all the methods to see the advantages and disadvantages of each, and we compare with the traditional homography-based calibration methods. The details of the investigated methods are presented in the following subsections.
1) L2-Regularized LSR (Ridge):
Traditional homographybased calibration methods rely on a perspective homography transformation with 8 degrees of freedom (DOF). In total 9 parameters need to be recovered and no regularization is considered. When the image region in which the homography is computed is small or the image has been acquired with a large focal length, an affine homography is a more appropriate model of displacements with lower DOF [35] . Thus, we consider an affine transform for the subject-specific estimation bias modeling. Since an affine transform has less model parameters (i.e., six parameters) than a homography transform, the problem is less under determined when fewer points are used for the calibration. Consequently, a better generalization (less overfit) is expected on unseen test points due to relaxed constraints.
To this effect, we firstly employ a L2-regularized least squares regression (also known as Ridge regression) [36] to find an affine transform with 6 DOF. The transform β is defined with a 3×2 matrix, where the first column corresponds to the offset parameters. The input data X are a stack of the estimated PoR coordinates
The corresponding output data Y store the target coordinates for calibration. The cost function E(β) for the regularized least squares problem is defined as
where λ is the regularization shrinkage and F stands for the Frobenius norm. A closed form solution can be found by setting the first-order derivative of the cost function E(β) to zero, and we obtain
Using the learned model β, we can predict a calibrated coordinate giving an input PoR, x
In addition, we apply a kernelized Ridge regression for calibration, based on the assumption that the error we need to compensate can be nonlinear due to perspective projection. The prediction using a kernel Ridge regression becomes
T , and K denote the kernel matrix. In this paper, we use a second-order polynomial kernel.
2) L1-Regularized LSR (Lasso):
Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso) regression is another form of regularized linear regression where the regularization is based on L1 norm [37] . Therefore, it involves penalizing the absolute size of the regression coefficients. The cost function E(β) for Lasso is defined as
where λ is the regularization shrinkage, and a large enough λ may set some coefficients to zero. The regularization can also be interpreted as prior in a maximum a posteriori estimation method. Under this interpretation, the Ridge and the Lasso make different assumptions to relate input and output data on the class of linear transformation. In the Ridge, the coefficients of the linear transformation are normal distributed whereas in the Lasso they are Laplace distributed. Hence, in the Lasso, it is easier for the coefficients to be zero and therefore, it is easier to eliminate some of the input variables that do not contribute to the output.
3) Partial Least Squares Regression: PLSR is a method that bears some relation to principal components regression (PCR) in which the regression analysis is based on principal component analysis (PCA) by finding hyperplanes of minimum variance between the response and independent variables. PLSR instead finds a linear regression model by projecting the predicted variables and the observable variables to a new latent space in such a way that covariance between projected input and output vectors is maximized [38] . It is based on partial least squares which is used to find the fundamental relations between two matrices (X and P), i.e., a latent variable approach to modeling the covariance structures in these two spaces. The PLS formulation is as follows:
where T and U are the projections of X and Y in the latent space, respectively, and P, Q are orthogonal loading matrices, and E and F are the error terms that are assumed to be independent and identically distributed random normal variables. The decompositions of X and Y are made so as to maximize the squares of covariance between T and U by finding weight (basis) vectors w and c such that
where cov(T, U) = T T U/n denotes the sample covariance between score vectors T and U. Weight vectors w and c are computed by the NIPALS algorithm [38] and stored into the projection matrices W and C, respectively. Then, input and output data can be projected into the latent space by using these projections:x = W T x andŷ = C T y.
4) Gaussian Process Regression:
A Gaussian process (GP) is a statistical distribution for which any finite linear combination of samples has a joint Gaussian distribution. Therefore, any linear functional applied to the sample function will give a normally distributed result.
Given observed samples
, we formulate the GPR as follows:
where f is the GP function, which is distributed as a GP with zero mean and covariance function K
where k i is the hyperparameter of the GPR.
5) Weighted LSR:
In classical regression methods, each sample has the same impact on the regression. However, this is not completely valid for the subject-specific calibration in eye tracking. The quality of the calibration data is heterogeneous over the monitor for different calibration points due to several factors such as the viewing angle, subject's concentration, and feature detection noise (Fig. 8) . In fact, even the samples of the same point cluster may have different qualities. Therefore, we propose to extend the classical LSR to WLSR schemes in which calibration point clusters and/or individual samples have different impacts in the regression according to their quality (weights). In this paper, we propose two weighting schemes.
1) Cluster Weighting (WLSR CW ):
We assign weights, cw, to the point clusters according to the cluster variance.
If the samples of a point cluster are concentrated, in other words, the cluster variance is low, high weight is assigned to the point cluster (individual samples of the cluster have the same weights), and vice versa as follows:
where x k n is the kth sample of the nth calibration point, μ n is the mean of the nth calibration point.
2) Individual sample weighting (WLSR I W ):
We assign weights, iw, to each individual sample according to the distance to the corresponding point cluster's mean as well as the cluster variance. Samples with lower distance to the cluster mean are assigned with higher weights as follows:
where x k n is the kth sample of the nth calibration point, μ n is the mean of the nth calibration point, and cw n is the normalized cluster weight of the nth calibration point. Once the weights are computed, they are stored in the weight matrix, W, and used for the calculation of the regression parameters by the modified version of (9) as follows:
6) Iteratively Reweighted LSR: Another factor that affects the calibration quality is the outliers caused by feature detection errors and user distractions during the data acquisition. In order to handle the outliers, our system detects some of the (global) outliers prior to the subject-specific calibration. It checks each individual calibration sample's distance to its point cluster center. If the distance is larger from a certain threshold distance, i.e., 4 • of visual angle, the sample is filtered out as an outlier. This global outlier filtering is applied to detect outliers caused by momentary feature detection errors. However, it can possibly not detect outliers caused by user distractions or long-lasting feature detection errors. For example, if a user is distracted, i.e., change his or her gaze, for a second during data acquisition, or the feature detection fails to accurately detect the features for several frames, the system, in the meanwhile, will capture several bad samples [ Fig. 9(a) ]. These samples may highly influence the cluster center. In such situations, global filtering fails to detect these outliers, which results in a decrease in the calibration quality.
To overcome such situations, we propose an iteratively reweighted calibration approach in which the weights of outliers are set to zero. The first iteration performs any of the calibration methods described previously. Then, instead of storing the learned model as the final calibration model, it first projects the samples using the learned model [ Fig. 9(b) ]. In ideal conditions, the projected samples should create dense clusters around the calibration points. It checks how close the samples are projected to their corresponding stimuli points. If the projected sample is far from a certain threshold distance, i.e., 2 • of visual angle, to its corresponding stimuli point, the sample is filtered out as an outlier and its weight is set to zero [ Fig. 9(c) ]. The same applies to all the samples. The iteration is completed by (re)learning the calibration with the updated weights. The iterations continue until no further outliers are detected, and the final calibration model is stored as the final calibration model.
In fact, the situations in which the global outlier filtering is not sufficient arise rarely. We encountered only one case (out of ten cases) in our user experiments. Fig. 9 displays the visualization of such a situation and the impact of the proposed iterative method. The algorithm discards several bad samples from the calibration data; in fact, it may even discard a calibration point in order to obtain a better calibration.
In this paper, we investigate three iteratively reweighted LSR methods, namely, iterative Ridge, iterative WLSR CW and iterative WLSR IW .
E. Adaptive Fusion Scheme
The proposed setup operates with low-resolution eye data so as to provide a more realistic experience to users, allowing free head movement. Even though it causes an accuracy drop for an eye due to the low resolution, it enables to capture and process both eyes simultaneously. In order to compensate for the accuracy decrease, we propose to combine the estimated PoRs obtained from each eye, and output an overall PoR per frame. The proposed adaptive fusion scheme improves the overall estimation accuracy compared with the performance achieved using single eye. The adaptive fusion scheme performs a weighted averaging of individual PoRs obtained from both eyes as follows:
where W R and W L are the weights for the right and left eye's PoRs, respectively. In case one of the PoRs cannot be calculated for a given frame, then the weight of the missing PoR is set to zero. We do not report an overall PoR in case both PoRs are unavailable for a given frame. In this paper, we assign weights according to the reliability of the detected gaze features. We determine the feature reliability based on an assumption that better aligned features yield a more reliable PoR. So, given the features (glints and pupil center) of both eyes, a higher reliability is assigned to the eye whose dark pupil features (glints) and bright pupil feature (pupil center) are better matched. To this effect, we measure, for each eye, the distance between the pupil center and the center of the trapezoid formed by four glints. Then, we assign weights (reliabilities) inversely and linearly proportional to the measured distances. The proposed weight assignment is robust against outliers, and therefore, achieves a higher performance than uniform weighting. Yet, it is not an optimal weighting strategy as the assumption is invalid when users gaze at the edges of the monitor. In our future work, we plan to employ more accurate weighting methods. For instance, the calibration data and statistics (similar to [30] ), users' eye dominance and head pose angles can be alternatively considered to determine the weights.
III. EVALUATION OF INVESTIGATED METHODS
We conducted several experiments both on simulated data and real data in order to evaluate the performances of all the investigated methods. We measured and reported the performances as gaze estimation accuracy error, which is defined as the average displacement in degrees of visual angle between the target stimuli points and the estimated PoRs, using all raw samples, i.e., no temporal smoothing or post-processing is applied. We chose to report the estimation errors in degrees of visual angle since it is invariant to the user distance to the monitor.
Both simulations and user experiments consisted of acquiring the calibration and test data. In calibration data acquisition, users were asked to look at 25 uniformly distributed target stimuli points on the screen as shown in Fig. 10(a) . The target points were displayed in a left to right and top to bottom sequence in a 5×5 grid on the monitor. Out of these 25 points, we formed 5 different calibration configurations, i.e., 5, 9, 13, 16, and 25 points calibration, according to the amount of calibration data in order to examine its impact on the test performance. In Fig. 10(a) , the numbers displayed on the right of the points indicate how these configurations were formed. For instance, the points from 1 to 5, from 1 to 9, and from 1 to 13 constitute 5, 9, and 13 points calibration, respectively. Hence, the sets with more points contain the smaller sets.
For the test data acquisition, we introduced a new testing protocol where we place the test points independently of the calibration points so as to avoid the problem of overfitting. Users were asked to look at 18 target points in a 3 × 3 grid covering the whole screen. Fig. 10(b) displays the positions of a sample set of test points. The positions of the target points in a region were randomly determined. We ensured the display of two points in each region in order to cover the whole screen. The display order of the regions and the points were also randomly determined. This enables to avoid reporting false test results due to overfitting on the calibration point locations. In addition, it simulates a more natural and realistic test condition.
Note that in our evaluation comparisons, we give higher priorities to the calibration configurations with lower number of target points, especially to 5 points calibration configuration, among all the configurations since we target a convenient and user-friendly calibration which corresponds to as little effort as possible from the users. Hence, our conclusions on the performance comparisons rely mostly on the results of the 5 points calibration configuration, and the statistical significance of the arisen differences has been checked by means of a paired sample T-test.
The further details of the evaluation are explained in the following subsections.
A. Simulation Setup
Simulation data was generated using the simulator developed by [39] . The simulator allows for detailed modeling of different components of the hardware setup and user eye in 3D. However, it also has a few limitations. For instance, the simulated eye model uses a spherical cornea model rather than an ellipsoidal one and it does not model the refraction on the posterior cornea surface. The camera does not exhibit any lens distortion or other imperfections. The light model does not account for the spatial extent of the light sources that the apparent shape of the light source can change depending on the direction from which it is viewed. Despite its limitations, the simulator provides a realistic simulation framework and the source code 1 is publicly available.
In our simulations, we tried to simulate the same environment and protocol that we used for the user experiments. The 1 The MATLAB source code of the simulation framework can be downloaded at http://webmail.inb.uni-luebeck.de/inb-toolsdemos/FILES/et-simul-1.01.zip simulated monitor has a size of 24-inch, and four LEDs were placed on the corners of the monitor. A camera was located 2 cm below the monitor, and a user eye was located 70 cm away from the monitor. We simulated the user eye with cornea radius of 7.98 mm and we located the pupil center 6.2 mm from the cornea center. Furthermore, in order to simulate the real data containing certain noise and outliers, we include, for certain simulation setups, feature position errors, which introduce noise to the feature positions in camera images (e.g., 0.3 pixels per feature) and we added artificial outliers into the generated data.
For each calibration point, we generated 100 samples with and without noise and outliers depending on the simulation setup. On the contrary, we generated a single sample without any noise for each test point. With different simulation setups we examined the effects of the investigated calibration methods on the noise-free, noisy and outliered data.
B. Simulation Results
The results of simulation experiments are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 . The figures illustrate the performances of the investigated regression-based calibration methods as well as a widely accepted homography-based method, namely, normalized homography (NHOM) proposed by [24] . Each figure demonstrates the average gaze estimation accuracy errors of different methods for each calibration configuration. Fig. 11 shows the results of the first simulation setup where the calibration data has neither noise nor outliers. As expected, nonlinear regression methods (Ridge regression with polynomial kernel and GPR) do not perform better compared to linear regression methods when there are few calibration points. GPR requires more than 9 points to achieve an acceptable calibration quality. Ridge regression with polynomial kernel significantly outperforms all other methods when using 9 and more calibration points. However, its performance is significantly lower than NHOM and linear regression methods when there is only 5 calibration points. The classical linear regression methods show similar performances to NHOM for all the calibration configurations. The proposed weighted and iterative regression methods are not plotted in Fig. 11 because their performances are exactly equal to Ridge regression method because the data variance is absent. Hence, the first simulation On the other hand, Fig. 12(a) shows the results of another simulation setup where we introduce feature noise but no outliers, in the calibration data. The behavior of non-linear and linear regression-based methods and homography method stay the same as in Fig. 11 even though a performance drop of ∼0.1 • is observed due to the introduced feature noise. The major difference is observed in the performances of the proposed WLSR methods. Both WLSR CW and WLSR IW outperform NHOM when the calibration data contains certain noise. The performance difference between WLSR methods and NHOM gets higher when outliers are also included in the calibration data as can be seen in Fig. 12(b) .
Conducted simulation experiments illustrated effectiveness of the proposed weighting methods against all other methods, especially NHOM, when the calibration data contain certain noise and outliers, as in real data. However, further experiments on the real data is necessary to validate the results since the real data contains not only feature noise and outliers, but also other factors that were not taken into consideration in our simulations such as a spherical cornea model, no refraction on the cornea surface, no spatial extent of the light sources, user behavior (blinks, distractions, vision disorders) and perhaps the most importantly fixed head pose and location. Hence, we put more emphasis on real user experiments in our evaluations, the next section gives the details of the conducted experiments. 
C. User Experiments
We conducted user experiments using the hardware setup described in Section II-A to evaluate and to compare the performances of the investigated subject-specific calibration methods. Ten users, nine of whom had no previous experience with any gaze tracking system, participated in our experiments. Since we targeted a generic and natural HCI environment, the ground truth data is collected in a natural manner where the users were asked to look at the target stimuli points naturally the way they feel comfortable. Therefore, we did not require the use of chin rest to keep the user's head still and to keep user's one of the eyes within the camera's FOV to capture high resolution eye data. The users are positioned in a distance of ∼ 70 cm to the monitor. Note that this paper focuses on generic regression-based user calibration for eye tracking, we do not explicitly address the head pose robustness issue as in [25] and [27] . However, the proposed the system can decently deal with head pose variations in the range of natural user machine interaction. Table I shows the average head pose variation statistics, which are obtained using the pose estimation method described in [40] .
In user experiments, each target stimulus point (Fig. 10 ) is displayed for 100 frames (3.33 s), and the data of both eyes during this period is captured. The size of the circular target varies continuously from an initial radius of 30 pixels to a final radius of 20 pixels to serve as visual stimulus.
The gaze estimation process starts with face tracking on the frames where we extract eye regions of size ∼130 × 70 pixels. Eye region extraction is followed by feature detection where we detect four glints and a pupil center. Next, we apply CR-based gaze estimation with the detected features to calculate the initial PoR. This procedure provides us the raw gaze data. In the calibration process, we learn an estimation bias correction model on the raw gaze data obtained from the calibration session by minimizing the distances between the initial PoRs and the real target points, as stated in 7. The calibration is performed for each eye and for each user separately. In the test process, we apply the learned models to correct the raw gaze data estimated from the test session. The corrected PoRs of each eye are combined by the proposed adaptive fusion scheme to output an overall PoR for each frame.
In our user experiments, we also analyzed some important factors that highly affect the performance of gaze estimation systems such as the data resolution and amount of used eye data. Moreover, we compared the effectiveness and performances of the investigated methods as well as the stateof-the-art methods.
1) Effect of Eye Data:
Firstly, we examined the effect of the amount of eye data used for the overall PoRs estimation. Since the proposed hardware configuration enables to process both eyes simultaneously for a given frame, it is possible to use either or both of the eyes for gaze tracking. In this manner, we obtained results by altering the eye data, i.e., Single eye (either left or right), Strictly both eyes and Adaptive fusion. Adaptive fusion, as defined in Section II-E, corresponds to calculating the overall PoR using all the available gaze data obtained from both eyes. If the gaze data is not available for both eyes, the gaze data of only available eye is used to set the overall PoR. On the contrary, Strictly both eyes calculates the overall PoR only if the gaze data is available for both eyes. Besides, to illustrate the impact of the proposed fusion weighting method, we calculated the fusion in two ways such as simple averaging (uniform weighting) and feature reliability-based weighting. Table II and Fig. 13 illustrate the effect of the amount of eye data used for the overall PoRs estimation. The results are obtained for different calibration configurations using WLSR IW as the calibration method. We observe that individual eyes perform differently due to several factors such as different illumination (shading and reflection of ambient light or LEDs), head pose and eyeball rotations with respect to the camera and the gazed point on the monitor, or vision disorders (amblyopia, eye laziness). More importantly, the results demonstrate that utilizing both eyes does not only improve the overall estimation performance significantly, but it also increases the estimation availability of the system compared to utilizing single eye data. The reason is that the data obtained from a single eye may not be reliable enough to output a PoR for some of the test points, especially those where we observe higher head pose or eyeball rotation. The gaze estimation availability of the system is defined as the percentage of frames in which the system is able to compute an overall PoR. As shown in Table II , the system outputs a PoR for 96.3% of all frames while a natural eye blink is detected for 1.86% of all the frames. Therefore, the system could not output a PoR only 1.84% of all the frames due to missing or bad features. Note that Strictly both eyes performs slightly better than Adaptive fusion by simple averaging, but the availability significantly drops. Using Adaptive fusion by weighting keeps the gaze availability higher while reaching to the performance of Strictly both eyes. Hence, the proposed weighting method is more practical for a real-time gaze tracking system with higher estimation accuracy and availability.
Moreover, all the results consistently prove that the estimation error reduces with increasing number of calibration points used. However, increasing the number of calibration points greatly harm the user experience as discussed previously.
2) Effect of Data Resolution: Secondly, we analyzed the impact of data resolution on the estimation accuracies in order to examine the system's flexibility in terms of face resolution change. Even though the proposed eye tracking system operates with relatively lower data resolution compared to the most of the previous work, we further downscaled the resolution to observe the robustness against data resolution. Sample eye regions extracted from an original frame and downscaled frames are shown in Fig. 14 . The extracted eye region [ Fig. 14(a) ] from the original frame (1280 × 1024) has a resolution of 130 × 70 pixels, and the polygon formed by the glints is around 12 × 7 pixels. The original frames are downscaled in each dimension by 75% (960 × 768), 60% (768 × 614) and 50% (640 × 512) to generate different resolution data. The same feature detection and calibration methodology is applied on the generated data. We note that no particular parameter tuning is performed according to the resolution. Table III and Fig. 15 illustrate the resolution impacts on the overall estimation accuracies when WLSR IW is used as the calibration method. The results show that downscaling by up to 75% does not significantly affect the overall estimation accuracies. Toward 60% downscaling, the accuracy drop starts to get higher, and more than 60% downscaling results in a very significant performance decrease. We also observe that the impact stays consistent among different calibration configurations. Hence, the results indicate the system can tolerate a lower face resolution up to downscaling by around 75% without sacrificing too much accuracy. For further downscaling, we observe that the feature extraction, especially detection of glints, is highly affected by the low resolution. Therefore, less precisely detected features result in lower accuracies.
3) Comparison of Weighted and Iterative LSR Methods:
Results from Fig. 16 show the comparison of Ridge regression with the proposed weighted and iterative LSR methods on real user data. The major observation is that the WLSR methods, i.e., WLSR IW and WLSR CW , bring a performance improvement to the classical Ridge regression-based method, especially for 5 points calibration configuration. WLSR IW seems to perform slightly better than WLSR CW , but the difference is not significant according to the paired t-test. Furthermore, even though iterative LSR methods bring additional computational burden for the calibration, they do not provide significant performance enhancement. In fact, the only improvement is achieved by iterative Ridge method over the classical Ridge method. We do not observe the same effect for iterative WLSR IW and iterative WLSR CW methods. We believe the effectiveness of the iterative methods greatly depends on the data. We designed the iterative methods to overcome the problem of outliers caused by user distractions and persistent feature misdetections during the calibration data acquisition as explained in Section II-D6. However, such situations arise rarely. In our experiments, we have encountered only one case out of ten users. Even though this particular subject's results are improved by the iterative methods, the influence on the overall results is negligible. In addition, another reason could be that iterative learning tends to overfit the calibration data since certain samples providing the data variance are eliminated during the iterations. Yet, they would provide a better calibration model for certain applications where the user data are rather noisy and contains a lot of outliers. In this paper, among all the proposed methods we suggest to utilize WLSR IW as the subject-specific calibration approach since it is efficient and computationally simpler. Note that only WLSR IW is plotted as the proposed method in the following sections for the clarity of the figures. Fig. 17 shows the overall comparison of the investigated non-linear and linear regression methods as well as the homography method (NHOM). First, all linear regression methods significantly outperform NHOM and the non-linear regression methods, i.e., Ridge with polynomial kernel and GPR. This proves that linear regression methods are superior to non-linear methods because non-linear methods tend to overfit on the calibration data. Secondly, when there is few calibration data linear regression methods provide significantly better generalization capabilities than the homography-based methods due to reduced model parameters and relaxed constraints as detailedly explained in Section II-D1.
D. Comparison of Investigated Regression-Based Methods
Furthermore, the proposed WLSR method, WLSR IW , achieves the lowest average estimation accuracy error for all the calibration configurations. Especially for 5 points calibration, the performance enhancement is noteworthy. This enables the method to be reliably utilized for a convenient subjectspecific calibration for a user-friendly eye tracking system. In addition, the performances of the other classical linear regression methods such as Ridge, Lasso regression and PLSR are all very similar. Different regularizations or utilization of a latent space for LSR does not seem to greatly influence the quality of the regression for the calibration problem since the number of input variables is small.
E. Comparison With Previous Work
We compare the performance of our proposed best performing calibration framework based on WLSR IW with the previous state-of-the-art calibration methods, namely, normalized homography (NHOM) [24] , GPR [24] , binocular homography fusion 2 (BHF) [26] and Ridge regression in our previous work [28] . A detailed comparison is listed in Table IV . Note that we did not include the comparison of earlier methods [21] - [23] due to two reasons: first, some methods require additional hardware material and second, the ones compared have been proven to perform better than the earlier methods. We did not also include the comparison with the methods [25] , [27] , that are explicitly proposed to bring robustness against large head movements. In fact, both methods are variations of NHOM method that are adapted for the head movement compensation. Therefore, the improvement over NHOM is marginal when there is not large head movements. Note that we focus more on a regression-based user calibration framework in this paper and we leave to future work an explicit head movement robustness study.
The overall comparison of methods by altering the number of calibration points is shown in Fig. 18 . In this figure, the proposed adaptive fusion of both eyes is applied to compute the overall PoRs. The results demonstrate that the proposed calibration approach, WLSR IW , achieves the best estimation performances in all the calibration configurations. Especially for 5 points calibration configuration, there is a notable enhancement achieved by both Ridge regression and its weighted extension, WLSR IW , compared with NHOM and BHF. Note also that the statistical significance between Ridge regression and WLSR IW is verified by the paired t-test ( p < 0.05). In addition, contradictory to the findings of [24] , GPR performs worse than NHOM in our experiments. We think that this is possibly due to our testing protocol in which we chose the test points independent of the calibration points. Our experiments show that non-linear regression methods, i.e., Ridge regression with polynomial kernel and GPR, tend to overfit on the chosen calibration points.
Moreover, as can be seen from Table IV , utilization of both eyes through adaptive fusion scheme highly boosts the results. For instance, even though the improvement from NHOM to BHF does not seem significant from Fig. 18 , there is, in fact, a significant increase compared to the original NHOM, which utilized single eye data. For a more fair comparison, we should compare NHOM with single eye data against the others utilizing both eyes (BHF, Ridge and WLSR IW ). In this manner, assuming that the original NHOM uses the best performing single eye, the performance comparison could be as in Fig. 19 . Therefore, a notable enhancement over NHOM is achieved by the other methods. On the other hand, it is important to note that BHF's gaze estimation availability (87.8%) is lower than those of Ridge and WLSR IW (96.3%). The reason is that BHF requires both eyes to be available to output a PoR while Ridge and WLSR IW can also output even if there is only single eye available.
F. Real-Time Implementation
The software was developed on Windows platform in C++ language. OpenCV library is used for image processing, gaze features detection and the implementation of NHOM method. A publicly available GP library, 3 which uses lapack routines for the matrix operations, is used for the implementation of GPR-based calibration. We implemented all other investigated calibration methods ourselves. In addition, SDM face tracker 4 is used for the localization of facial features prior to gaze features detection.
The computational complexity of the system is lower than 3D model-based methods as the gaze estimation is based on simple 2D CR geometry. This enables to achieve a realtime implementation without requiring any performance optimization. In our implementation, the most computationally expensive process is face detection/tracking. PoRs estimation from both eyes using CR algorithm, proposed WLSR IW bias correction and adaptive fusion processes require much less computational effort. For instance, these three processes take only ∼8 ms on a PC with Intel i7 3.2GHz processor whereas face tracking itself takes ∼24 ms. Our current system can simultaneously output PoRs for both eyes as well as an overall PoR at ∼30 fps with a mean estimation accuracy error ∼1 • of visual angle (∼50 pixels on the monitor) with only 5 calibration points. 5 Note that the computationally expensive face tracking process can be replaced with a simpler eye region detector, e.g., OpenCV eye detector, in order to achieve higher frame rates. As the feature extraction process does not require precisely located facial landmarks from a face tracker, but only requires a rough estimate of the eye region, simpler basic eye detectors would be employed to reach higher frame rates while achieving similar estimation accuracies.
IV. DISCUSSION
In eye tracking, in addition to achieving high estimation accuracy, providing robustness against changing factors, such as ambient illumination, head and eye movements, eye wear, eye type, easiness of the calibration process, amount of calibration data, data resolution and working volume (availability) of the system, constitutes an important quality evaluation criteria. Robustness against most of these factors such as illumination, movement, eye wear, and type, are highly related to the system design and choice of methods and algorithms for feature extraction and gaze estimation. In this manner, each eye tracking approach has advantages and disadvantages when compared with the others. For instance, 3D model-based systems are more robust against head and eye movements, whereas, appearance-based systems are more tolerant to the reflections on eye glasses. CR-based and 3D model-based systems are more robust against illumination changes while appearance-based methods are more vulnerable to illumination. Therefore, one can choose the most suitable approach depending on the desired application scenario. On the other hand, user calibration is inevitable and is required by all approaches to achieve high estimation accuracies. Undoubtedly, some of the mentioned factors, e.g., calibration data amount (number of calibration points required) and easiness of the calibration process, are more related to the calibration method. Since the major contribution of this paper is the proposed user calibration methods, we chose to focus on the calibration related robustness issues. The analysis and discussions regarding these issues are given in Section III.
Together with the proposed user calibration methods, we suggested to use a CR-based gaze estimation algorithm due to its certain advantages over other methods as described in Section I. However, the proposed calibration method can be easily applied in any other state-of-the-art gaze estimation approaches, such as a 3D model-based approach, in order to improve the PoR accuracy.
A comparison of representative eye tracking techniques in several aspects such as accuracy, calibration requirements, hardware requirements and user friendliness, is given in Table V . Since a direct accuracy comparison with certain techniques is not possible due to particular hardware requirements, we listed accuracies in two separate columns. The first column (Exp.) lists the accuracies obtained from the experiments on our own dataset with 5 points calibration, therefore, a direct performance comparison can be made. On the other hand, the second column (Reported) lists the reported accuracy errors achieved on individual datasets of corresponding studies, so a direct comparison would not be fair. Yet, the provided information helps us to make the following inferences. First, we observe that the popularity of appearancebased systems, which have lighter hardware requirements, have been increasing recently in parallel with the recent advancements in the synthesizing and rendering technology. Although their accuracies and head movement tolerances are currently not sufficient for precise eye tracking, their potential is likely to be exploited in the foreseeable future. Secondly, 3D model and CR-based systems undoubtedly outperform the appearance-based methods in terms of the accuracy. However, they mostly require particular hardware (i.e., IR cameras and light sources). Especially, 3D model-based systems need fully calibrated setups consisting of multiple cameras (or a kinectlike sensor) to accurately model the eye in 3D. Thirdly, CR-based systems have an important advantage over 3D model-based systems, that is, they require only an uncalibrated camera to accurately operate. Despite their uncalibrated setups and less complicated (2D) eye models, the accuracies are competitive with 3D model-based systems. It is clear that there is a performance gap between using chin rest and with free head movement for CR-based systems. The proposed calibration method is an effort to reduce the gap with an A further systematic robustness study on head movements is planned to be conducted in the future.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a real-time gaze estimation system, which requires no effort in terms of the camera and geometric system calibration, since the estimation of the gaze relies on simple 2D cross-ratio geometry. In addition, as opposed to most of the previous work, the system does not require high-resolution eye data to operate. In fact, operating with low-resolution data enables the system to output PoRs from each eye simultaneously. Obtained PoRs from both eyes are combined through an adaptive fusion scheme in order to achieve improved overall estimation accuracy. Furthermore, the estimation availability is enhanced compared to operating with single eye.
Moreover, an extensive investigation of different regression techniques for user calibration is carried out so as to compensate for the subject-specific estimation bias. A weighted least squares regression-based method is proposed for the purpose of a more convenient and user-friendly calibration process. The proposed method and system requires a few calibration points to achieve high estimation accuracy, and therefore, it increases the easiness of the calibration process. Both simulations and user experiments are conducted within a new evaluation scheme, where the test points are chosen independently of the calibration points, in order to avoid overfitting and increase the reliability of the results. The effectiveness of the proposed weighted regression-based calibration framework has been validated by both simulations and user experiments.
a Use of a chin rest during the experiments. (×): used, ( ): not used. b Online calibration, on average more than 10 calibration points needs to be shown to reach the reported accuracy.
c Online calibration, on average, 20 to 200 frames are shown to users for calibration to reach the reported accuracies.
d Reported error for the static head pose and person-specific regression. e Training set contains one million synthesized images. Cross-dataset evaluation for in-the-wild scenarios is performed.
The framework has been shown to outperform the stateof-the-art approaches as well as other investigated methods, especially when few points are used for calibration.
The results show that the average accuracy of the presented gaze estimation system is around 1 • . The system offers a natural and personalized gaze tracking at 30 frame/s. Thus, it is highly suitable for several HCI applications.
Our future research directions focus on another significant challenge in eye tracking, that is the robustness of eye tracking systems against varying illumination, head pose changes, and head/body movements, use of eye wear and different eye types.
